CENTRIA Concept Series single-skin panels combine concealed fasteners with a wide range of profiles based upon a single theme – a dynamic asymmetrical form.

Concept Series panels are available for insulated or uninsulated field-assembled wall applications.

Features & Benefits
- Panels may be installed vertically and horizontally*
- Common lock joint allows panels to be mixed freely for custom-like aesthetics
- Concealed clips and fasteners
- Cost effective with a clean, unbroken appearance allowing for interesting visual effects
- Excellent for new construction and retrofit projects
- All-weather installation capability shortens installation time, permits fast-track scheduling
- Panels are available with stucco-embossed or smooth finishes
- Concealed extended leg option
- EcoScreen for CS-260 and CS-660 profiles
- Profile Louvers for CS-260 and CS-660 profiles

*Horizontal applications require a backup with exterior sheathing, weather-resistant and air barrier.

Description

SUBSTRATES
- Standard 24-18 gage G-90 galvanized steel
- Galvalume® steel, aluminum or stainless steel – optional
- Smooth or embossed surface texture

CONCEPT SERIES PROFILES
- Lengths up to 30’ [9.14m]
- Concealed clips and fasteners
- Stand-off clips provides ventilation cavity and continuous drain plane behind panel
- Horizontal or vertical wall installation
- Common joint design permits multiple profile integration
- Concealed extended leg option

“Oil caming” is an inherent part of light gage cold-formed metal products, particularly those with broad flat areas. CENTRIA takes every precaution, as defined by MCA, to minimize the effects of oil caming. Lack of flatness or waviness due to oil caming is not sufficient cause for rejection of material.